SOFT light falls over Amsterdam as the sun dims. On the western edge of Dam Square nestled between the looming edifices of the Nieuwe Kerk & the Royal Palace, the Glazen Huis gently glows. Night has transformed the building and its surrounds as it casts an ambient light over the square.

Entering the Glazen Huis by day is an enchanting experience. The separate satellite entrance takes one down to a subterranean level within the dome. This lower level, serves ticketing, information & amenities. By following the ramp upward one enters the lush and light filled realm of the sphere. This vast open room houses an abundance of native Dutch flora. A single central walkway spirals upward until it reaches an expansive platform, which allows for views over the historic square. From this vantage point one overlooks the layers of greenery and the pond below.

Within its timber frame and walls lies a wondrous garden, providing a peaceful seclusion within the city.